
_____________________________________________________________Introduction

 Some assembly required.
 To start make sure to clean out pump and skimmer basket of any debris before

preparing to using your new cleaner.
 It would also be advisable to backwash or clean your filter.

Notice: If large amounts of debris are present you may need to hand vacuum, or skim out,
Do Not Use Automatic Cleaner as this can clog or damage internal parts.



_____________________________________________________________Installation

You will need to prep pool for cleaner usage. Direct hydroeye in a downward manner.
Cleaner includes 1 hydroeye director if needed.

Assemble Cleaner

Stretch finned disc over foot pad with the pointed part facing up. The disc should rotate
freely in the groove of the cleaner.

Next attach the buoyancy float to the cleaner body.

Slide deflector wheel down over the top of the hose connection portion of the cleaner.

Assemble Cleaner Hose

Connect enough hoses to reach the farthest point of the pool and add one to two more
pieces.
Attach hose weight in the middle of the first piece of hose closest to cleaner head.
This may need to be adjusted to get proper balance to cleaning head.
Add hose to cleaner head and properly prime before attaching to skimmer or dedicated
suction line.
When using cleaner the flow regulator may be needed. The flow regulator ensures the
amount of suction is going to the cleaner to optimize its performance. It may also be
necessary to close the main drain valve.

Connection to Skimmer or Dedicated Line

Finer Tuning of Cleaner
Your cleaner and pool may need some fine tuning for optimized performance. This may
be done by adjusting hose weight on cleaner hose, and or tweaking pool values to reach a
good flow.



Hose and Cleaner Maintenance

When cleaner is not in use, the hoses and cleaner head should be rinsed off to remove
pool chemicals and stored away. Never coil hoses; they should lay out flat to maintain
proper cleaner performance.
_________________________________________________________Troubleshooting

If you experience a problem with your cleaner, please follow the troubleshooting steps
below to restore performance.

Problem____________________________ Solution_____________________________

Cleaner does not move or moves slowly.  Confirm that the main drain is closed
 Backwash filter and empty pump basket
 Check diaphragm for damage or wear
 Check for air in system. If water level in

basket drops or you see excessive air
bubbles in the pump basket or coming
from the return lines, there is air in the
system. Check hose connections, tighten
all fittings at pump and check o-ring at
pimp basket for wear.

Cleaner Patterns, does not cover entire pool.  Increase flow to improve climbing.
Reduce to move cleaner off the walls.

 Ensure return fittings are directed down.
Add a return diverter if necessary.

 Make sure hose is not kinked or coiled.
Lay in sun to straighten if necessary.

 Verify correct hose weight positioning.
 Move hose weight away from cleaner

slightly.
 Confirm proper hose lengthen.

Cleaner gets stuck at steps.  Confirm proper hose length. Shorten if
necessary.

 Use return jets to guide cleaner.
Cleaner stays on walls or edge of pool.  Reduce flow to the cleaner.

 Verify correct hose weight positioning.
 Move hose weight away from cleaner

slightly.
Cleaner won’t climb walls. Note: Climbing ability may be limited in

some vinyl pools and pools with safety
ledges.
 Using pool valves, increase flow to

cleaner.




